Southern/Northern: Electrophoresis, Blotting,
and Crosslinking in 2.5 Hours Instead of 30.

Stratagene has streamlined agarose gel electrophoresis and blotting. The system decreases the time required, from sample loading to prehybridization ten fold.

**VAGE™ System**

The VAGE™ vertical agarose/acrylamide gel electrophoresis system allows the casting of agarose or acrylamide gels in the unit. Nucleic acids can be electrophoresed through a 3 mm, 0.8% vertical agarose gel in less than two hours with excellent resolution (Figure 1). Because the gels are thin, staining, depurination, and denaturation can be accomplished in 15 minutes.

**Figure 1:** Fractionation of end labeled DNA markers on 3mm thick 0.8% agarose by the VAGE apparatus and transfer to Duralon—UV™ membranes using the PosiBlot pressure blottter.
A. Ethidium stained gel showing high resolution.
B. Same gel after pressure blotting.
C. Autoradiogram of membrane after pressure transfer.
The PosiBlot™ positive pressure bloter permits the transfer of nucleic acids in 1/3 the time of vacuum bloters and 1/50 the time of capillary blotting (Figure 2). Pressure blotting does not dehydrate gels as do other methods. This allows the use of substantially higher pressure differentials, compared with vacuum blotting, without gel collapse. The PosiBlot apparatus reduces blotting time to 15 minutes.

Stratagene offers a full selection of nitrocellulose, reinforced nitrocellulose and nylon membranes. Each membrane is stringently lot tested to ensure consistency when performing Northern and Southern blotting. Please call Technical Services for detailed information on Stratagene’s time saving blotting systems and membranes.

The Strataginker™ UV Crosslinker fixes nucleic acids to solid supports such as nitrocellulose or nylon membranes, in less than one minute. This compares favorably to vacuum baking, which requires 2 hours. The Strataginker actually monitors the ultraviolet energy flux and deactivates the light source upon reaching the user-programmed energy level (Figure 4). Figure 3 shows an autoradiogram of a human genomic Southern blot performed using the VAGE, PosiBlot and Strataginker all in 2.5 hours.
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Brinkmann: Quality products today with value for tomorrow.

New Eppendorf® Autoclavable Pipettes
Now calibratable and serviceable

Adjustable and fixed-volume models from 0.5 to 2500 μL.
Fully autoclavable for sterilization and decontamination; can be calibrated and serviced in the lab.

- UV and chemical resistant
- Fast, quiet volume adjustment won't snag safety gloves
- Top-view digital display

Special Ultra Micro models for 0.5 to 10 μL.

Brinkmann Homogenizers
Provides uniform sample breakdown in 30 to 60 seconds.

- Maximum speed noise level is 72 decibels
- Particle size down to 1 micron
- Quick-connect generators
- Built-in electronic speed controller

Fast, efficient, and it's quiet too!


New Tuttnauer/Brinkmann Autoclaves
Convenient tabletop steam sterilization

Seven mechanical and electronic models with four chamber diameters from 7" to 15".
No special plumbing or venting required.
- 316 L stainless steel chambers for longer life
- Fast and slow exhaust cycles
- Double-locking door for safety

Convenient, safe, and reliable steam sterilization.

Eppendorf is a registered trademark of Eppendorf-Netheler-Hinz GmbH.
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BRINKMANN
Quality products for research and control.
It always comes out the same.
Superior.

Sure Blot® Blue. The True Blue.

It is easy to see why Sure Blot® Blue for non-isotopic DNA/RNA hybridization and detection consistently yields superior results.

We couple our positively charged nylon membrane, the industry standard, to our matched hybridization and non-isotopic detection reagents to create a single tailor-made product for Southern and Northern hybridization experiments.

The total system approach plus rigorous quality control testing of every lot makes all the following come true:
- same consistent level of reproducibility, extremely low background noise, and sensitivity down to at least 0.2 picograms of target nucleic acids; even 0.05 picograms is possible.
- Unmatched sensitivity and consistency, 6 years of experience, and Oncor® service and support make Sure Blot® Blue the True Blue.

Your future holds superior results.
Just call 1-800-77-ONCOR today and find out more about Sure Blot® Blue.
**Book Reviews in Science**

Publishers send about 4000 scholarly books a year to *Science* in the hope of having them reviewed. Their success rate is only about 6%. Half the books are set aside because they are devoted to highly specialized topics or for other reasons. The difficult choices from among the remainder are made after consultation with advisers selected from a list of about 500. A consideration that enters final decisions stems from a mission to help balance the overall content of *Science*. Most of the magazine is devoted to exciting news especially relevant to natural scientists and administrators. The book reviews provide sustenance for social scientists. They also furnish food for those scientists, engineers, and physicians who choose occasionally to engage in broader contemplative scholarship.

The tasks of conducting the Book Review section fall on two staff editors. They love books and enjoy interacting by telephone with the advisers. These consultants are usually highly knowledgeable about the subject matter and the author of the book. Conversations with advisers reveal the degree of enthusiasm or antipathy for the book and suggestions for appropriate reviewers. Often a number of advisers are consulted about a book, and it is thus possible to evaluate the advisers.

In choosing reviewers an effort is made to identify up-and-coming people. They are usually diligent and eager. People with established names are sometimes careless. Once a person agrees to review a book, a set of guidelines containing points to consider is sent. For instance, “It should be evident from your review why the book merits attention in a selective journal,” and “We cannot undertake to publish reviews whose only purpose is to warn readers against the book.” The finished review should give the reader a good idea of the substance of the book, the author’s purpose in writing it, and your estimate of his or her success in achieving that purpose.” In dealing with symposium volumes, reviewers are instructed to avoid simply listing papers and contributors. Instead they are asked to spotlight the papers or ideas they find most stimulating.

This issue of *Science* contains a special annual Book Review section. A listing of the reviews provides a cross section of the kinds of books treated during the year. Different readers will make various judgments on the level of interest stimulated and significance of the reviews. Three of the reviews were of special interest to me. Taken together they provide a vivid example of the great changes that have occurred during this century in technology, public health, and the status of women. A book entitled *Electrifying America* provides a glimpse of the enormous difference between the days before electricity and events following its introduction. The introduction of electricity profoundly affected life in and structure of cities, the layout of and work in factories, and life and chores in the home. It was especially helpful to women. It broadened their job opportunities in factory work previously dependent on brute strength. Electrical appliances greatly eased housework. For example, the clothes washer superseded hard work on the washtub. Electric lighting, replacing the kerosene lamp, made evening reading pleasant. Most readers may not be familiar with the impact of the electric streetcar, which in its day shaped the evolution of cities. Books entitled *Fatal Years* and *Save the Babies* tell of the time when infant mortality in the United States was greater than that of the less developed world today. The two volumes provide a “means of understanding one of the major achievements of the 20th century United States, lowering the death rate of the young.” The review of a book entitled *Gender and Higher Education in the Progressive Era* provides further reminders of the enormous changes that have occurred in the status of women. In the early decades of this century women were barely tolerated as students at universities. As an example of their status at the University of California, they were prohibited from sitting on certain benches and using certain paths reserved for men.

One of the useful features of the annual book issue is a compilation and naming of the titles covered in the preceding 51 issues. All together, 238 books were treated. Of these the subject of 43 was physical sciences; 70 biological sciences; 125 social science, science policy, history of science, and general. For those who might wish to engage in contemplative scholarship, an inviting buffet has been prepared from a selection of the most appetizing of 4000 volumes.—*PHILIP H. ABBEISON*
The Human Frontier Science Program (HFSP) aims to promote through international collaboration, basic research to elucidate the complex mechanisms of living organisms, including man. Applications are invited for the support of research grants, fellowships and workshops for research aimed at the elucidation of biological functions at the molecular level and brain functions. The program distributed about $12 m on new awards this year and aims to spend a similar amount in 1992.

Research Areas of the HFSP

(A) Basic research for the elucidation of brain functions
1. Perception and Cognition
2. Movement and Behaviour
3. Memory and Learning
4. Language and Thinking

(B) Basic research for the elucidation of biological functions through molecular level approaches
1. Expression of Genetic Information
2. Morphogenesis
3. Molecular Recognition and Responses
4. Energy Conversion

Research grants: Grants for basic research carried out jointly by research teams in different countries. The principal applicant must be from one of the eligible countries*

Long-term (3 months-2 years) and short-term fellowships (up to 3 months): Fellowships for researchers from the eligible countries who wish to do research in foreign countries, or for researchers outside the eligible countries who wish to do research in one of the eligible countries.

Workshops: Subsidies for international workshops organized by researchers from the eligible countries.

* The eligible countries for the current year are Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Switzerland U.K., U.S.A and non-summit EC member countries. (Details in the guidebook)

Application Deadline: September 30, 1991

For research grants and long-term fellowships, the awards will be announced in April 1992. Applications for short-term fellowships and workshops can be submitted throughout the year. Guidebooks and Application Forms may be obtained upon written request from the address given below. Please indicate which program activity (Research Grant/Long-Term Fellowship/Short-Term Fellowship/Workshop) you are interested in.

No guidebooks and Application Forms for Research Grants and Long-Term Fellowships will be available after September 1, 1991

International Human Frontier Science Program Organization (HFSP)
Tour Europe
20 place des Halles
67000 STRASBOURG - FRANCE
TEL: (France 33) -88-32-88-33
FAX: (France 33) -88-32-88-97
Invitrogen Introduces a Fast, Simple, Non Radioactive Method For Quantification of Nucleic Acids with The DNA DIPSTICK.

It Quantitates Nucleic Acids at Concentrations as Low as one Nanogram per Microliter

Makes Quantification Fast & Simple!

Invitrogen introduces a fast, simple, non-radioactive method for quantification of nucleic acids with the DNA DIPSTICK. It quantitates nucleic acids at concentrations as low as one nanogram per microliter.

Provides a Permanent Record of Results
Is More Consistent Than Conventional Techniques
Requires no Special Equipment for Fast Inexpensive Results
Ideal for Quantification of single or double stranded DNA, RNA or oligonucleotides

Now you can have fast, accurate nucleic acid measurements which are critical for PCR Amplification, Subcloning, DNA sequencing, and cDNA or Genomic DNA Library Construction.

Because time and accuracy are very important in today's rapidly changing world, Invitrogen is committed to providing DNA Technology that is as advanced as it is simple.

To order, ask for catalog #K5632-01.

1-619-597-6200
1-800-955-6288

Invitrogen

3985 • B Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121 (Fax) 597-6201
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Poster Your Walls with *Science*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>ISSUE DATE</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>QTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-15</td>
<td>Landsat Image of Eastern Mojave Desert</td>
<td>25 May 1990</td>
<td>18” X 24”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-14</td>
<td>Tolerance in the Immune System</td>
<td>15 June 1990</td>
<td>18” X 24”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-13</td>
<td>The Human Map</td>
<td>12 October 1990</td>
<td>18” X 24”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-12</td>
<td>Pistil and Stamen from Snapdragon</td>
<td>16 November 1990</td>
<td>18” X 24”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-11</td>
<td>Atmospheric Layering on Earth’s Edge</td>
<td>10 February 1989</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Moons of Uranus</td>
<td>9 September 1986</td>
<td>18” X 24”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-06</td>
<td>Neurons in Motor Cortex</td>
<td>26 September 1986</td>
<td>18” X 24”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-05</td>
<td>Cathedral Window/DNA Molecule</td>
<td>23 December 1983</td>
<td>18” X 24”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-03</td>
<td>Cheetah and Cub</td>
<td>29 July 1983</td>
<td>18” X 24”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**METHOD OF PAYMENT**

- [ ] Visa
- [ ] MasterCard
- [ ] Check enclosed

- [ ] Card #_________________________ Exp.__________

**ORDERED BY**

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**
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Due to popular demand, the *Science* cover posters are back. These beautiful, full-color reproductions are suitable for framing, and the sturdy mailing tube keeps them crease-free during shipment. Buy them to hang in your office or your home. They make great gifts too.

Only $7.95 plus postage.

MAIL TO:
AAAS Books, Dept. 8
P.O. Box 753
Waldorf, MD 20604
The Maximum Protein Expression...

The MaxBac™ baculovirus expression kit is the most efficient means for generating large amounts of recombinant proteins (up to 500 mg/L) from cloned genes. The recombinant proteins produced are antigenically and functionally similar to their natural counterparts.

The MaxBac™ expression system offers:

- High level recombinant protein expression.
- Simple visual or immunological identification of recombinants.
- Production of functionally active proteins from cloned genes.
- Unique glycosylation for comparison of proteins from other eukaryotic systems.

Is Also the Simplest!

Production of proteins which are better suited to crystallography studies.

Proper transport and modification of recombinant proteins.

A sophisticated alternative to prokaryotic and mammalian expression systems.

Figure 1. Infected Sf9 insect cells showing viral inclusions.

The MaxBac kit contains all of the materials needed to reliably generate recombinant proteins, including the recently developed BlueBac transfer vector. The BlueBac vector imparts a blue color to recombinants grown on indicator media, allowing fast, accurate differentiation and plaque purification. Find out why MaxBac, the most sophisticated system for protein expression, is also the simplest. To get more information on the MaxBac kit, custom baculovirus expression or individual MaxBac components call toll free.

1-800-955-6288

Invitrogen

3985-B Sorrento Valley Blvd.,
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 597-6200 Phone • (619) 597-6201 Fax
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smelter emissions of arsenic decades earlier (9). Similarly, a subsequent case-control study (10) showed a relative risk of 2.0 for lung cancer among men who had lived near an arsenic-emitting smelter in Sweden which could not be explained by smoking habits or occupational background. Epidemiologic studies have also found associations between cancer and other nonoccupational exposures to carcinogens, including ambient air pollution, environmental tobacco smoke, and asbestos (11). Moreover, epidemiologic studies do not suggest a threshold for carcinogens. On the contrary, an increasing risk with increasing exposure is generally seen [as, for example, with arsenic, asbestos, uranium mining, coke oven emissions, and cigarette smoking (12, 13)].

There are both theoretical and biological arguments for not assuming that thresholds exist for carcinogens (14). In actuality, dose-response curves are difficult to ascertain, especially at low levels of exposure. Furthermore, combined exposures may lead to cumulative or synergistic effects (15). Hence, U.S. regulatory agencies use linear, no-threshold models unless there is convincing scientific evidence that they are incorrect in individual cases. Recent studies have revealed not only significant background levels of molecular damage from environmental carcinogens but also significant genotoxic and other biologic effects of low-level occupational and ambient exposures to carcinogens such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and ethylene oxide (16, 17). In the case of ethylene oxide, worker exposures were generally below the current occupational health standard (17).

7) Is it true that current regulatory guidelines do not use a balanced approach?

The depiction by Ames and Gold of a current national policy that “attempts to protect the public” at 10−6 hypothetical, worst case risk . . . from industrial pollution . . . whatever the cost” is erroneous. Indeed, most major statutes explicitly require agencies to take the costs of regulation into account (18).

We have consistently argued for a balanced approach to the problem of human cancer prevention. Risks from both natural and synthetic carcinogens are of concern. The appropriate policy for natural carcinogens is to test suspect constituents and to advise and educate the public about dietary factors that may be either hazardous or protective. Indeed, the American Cancer Society, the National Cancer Institute, and other organizations are already doing this.

The policy for synthetic carcinogens is testing and regulation of those that pose significant risks, with use of the most cost-effective measures to reduce human exposure. This, in fact, is also the current policy of U.S. regulatory agencies (18). Ignoring the potential health hazards of synthetic carcinogens is antithetical to current preventive public health policies in the United States and many other countries.

FREDERICA P. PERERA
Columbia University
School of Public Health
60 Haven Avenue
New York, NY 10032

DAVID P. RALL
Director (retired),
National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences,
Washington, DC 20015

I. B. WEINSTEIN
Comprehensive Cancer Center,
Columbia University
School of Public Health
New York, NY 10032
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Don't Let Your Research Get Lost in the Shuffle.

Instead of being overwhelmed by notes, reprints and index cards, use PBS software to organize your references electronically. Pro-Cite®, a database program designed specifically for managing bibliographic information, will help you search, sort, index and print references in any number of standard formats including Science, Nature, AMA and CBE. Enter your references by hand, or use Biblio-Links® to transfer references into Pro-Cite from online, CD-ROM, or file-based services such as BRS, DIALOG, MEDLARS, STN, SilverPlatter and BIOSIS B-1-T-S®. Automatically export records from other products including ISI's Current Contents on Disk™ and Science Citation Index® directly into a Pro-Cite database. Call PBS today for your free Pro-Cite IBM PC or Mac sample program.

Let PBS handle the references, while you concentrate on your research.

Pro-Cite
A registered trademark of the Institute for Scientific Information
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**ATTENTION MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY USERS**

Two New Reagents Available Now-
Improved erbB-2 (HER-2/neu) and
Exclusive Human Collagenase Type IV
(MMP-2,72kDa gelatinase)

MOI, a leader in innovative cancer research, is now offering two new murine monoclonal antibody products with these important advantages:

- Thoroughly characterized for immunohistochemical analysis.
- Suitable for biochemical procedures including Western blot analysis.
- Carefully selected for superior specificity as research reagents.

To order and to obtain additional information, call our Technical Services Department at 301-590-2658.

For research use only; not to be used in diagnostic procedures.

**Molecular Oncology Inc.**

Challenging cancer at the molecular level.

19 Firstfield Road  Gaithersburg, MD  20878  Fax: 301-948-3774
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**New Product!**

**RAPD™ Primers.**

**Rapid Mapping.**

Operon Technologies announces the availability of Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD™) primer kits. Developed by du Pont, RAPD™ is a revolutionary new genetic mapping technology that has considerable advantages over RFLP methods. The RAPD™ technique uses single 10–base oligonucleotide primers to amplify DNA polymorphisms, which are useful as genetic markers (Williams et al. Nucleic Acids Res., 18 6531-6535). Operon Technologies now has hundreds of RAPD™ primers available for immediate shipment at economical prices. Call for details.

1-800-688-2248

**Operon Technologies, Inc.**

1000 Atlantic Ave, Suite 108  Alameda CA 94501

Tel: (415) 865-8644  Fax: (415) 865-6255 – NIHPA 263-003323

**WORLD'S LEADING SUPPLIER OF SYNTHETIC DNA.**

RAPD™ is a trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
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**DISCOVER! Travels with AAAS**

For the Inquisitive Traveler

**NEW in 1991!**

- **Thailand & Hong Kong**, Nov. 8–24. Bangkok & Chiang Mai cultural treasures, Surin elephant roundup, Khao Yai & Phi Phi Island.
- **Alaska**, June 27–July 9. Glacier Bay, Nome, Mt. McKinley, & more!
- **Voyage to the Sea of Cortez**, Dec. 21–28. For your Christmas holiday!

**And Coming in 1992:**

- **Antarctica**, Jan. 6–20, 1992. Explore the "Great White Continent" aboard M/V Discoverer. See penguins, seals, seabirds, scientific research stations, and the vast spectacle of Antarctica!
- **Costa Rica**, March 10–22, 1992
- **Belize & Guatemala**, April 1–11, 1992

Call Today for Travel in 1991/92! (800) 252-4910

For Members & Friends of AAAS by

**Betchart Expeditions Inc.** • 21601 Stevens Creek Blvd. • Cupertino, CA 95014 • (800) 252-4910

---
These days, finding your way through the maze of government regulations, patent developments and marketplace tracking is next to impossible without up-to-the-minute, accurate information.

That's where DIALOG comes in.

After all, for vital chemical, regulatory and business data, where else would you look than in the world's largest online information service? Only DIALOG offers immediate access to thousands of industry and trade journals covering all the latest developments in the chemistry field.

With DIALOG, all you need is a PC to check new patents and trademarks, identify chemical structures graphically or gather research on environmental issues. You'll even locate the latest research results before they're published, by scanning conference papers from sessions worldwide. But you won't waste a minute plowing through irrelevant material, because DIALOG helps you go straight to your specific need.

So if you're involved in bringing a new product to market, ask your corporate librarian or information specialist about DIALOG. You may also contact us directly at 800-3-DIALOG (800-334-2564) or FAX at 415-858-7069. Call now. Because the sooner you get the information you need, the sooner you can return to work.

©1990 Dialog Information Services, Inc. 3460 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, 94304. All rights reserved. DIALOG is a servicemark of Dialog Information Services, Inc., Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
result from the latter because of their stimulation of the activity of peroxisomes, which elevates metabolism of oxygen to products that can damage DNA (18). In a similar manner, the long-term induction of P450IA1 by dioxin would alter the capacity of the tissue to activate other environmental carcinogens to genotoxic products. However, the incidental exposure of laboratory animals to such carcinogens would be expected to be low and may not be sufficient to account for the carcinogenicity of dioxin in laboratory testing.

Alternatively, nongenotoxic carcinogens that are also inducers of P450's could act via their activation of transcription factors; these factors may adversely affect the expression of proteins that regulate cell growth and differentiation and result in a transformed phenotype (17). The complete characterization of the dioxin receptor could reveal how, where, and when these ligand-activated transcription factors function. This will not only expand our understanding of how our capacity to metabolize foreign compounds is regulated, but may also identify critical mechanisms in environmental carcinogenesis.

REFERENCES AND NOTES
have demonstrated, the study of institutions is inseparable from a study of the values that guide human action and decision-making; for values legitimate actions taken by individuals and societies alike. Robert Marc Friedman in his essay on the Nobel Prize and David Edge in his on competition in modern science discuss some of the values motivating scientific activity for the individual. Yet as the essays by Elisabeth Crawford and John Kribe make clear, the system of values legitimating the scientific enterprise has become increasingly complex in the modern world. Crawford demonstrates how international science has become bound up with global economic and foreign policies, and Kribe examines the intersection of scientific and state interests in the British decision to join CERN.

Values that justify activities are often expressed in ideologies, which according to Karl Mannheim are related to utopias. According to Mannheim, ideologies, like utopias, are situationally transcendent ways of achieving legitimation; but unlike utopias, ideologies do not seek to burst through the existing order but rather often use it for their own ends. The stability of most university systems, the subject of the contributions by Matt Kluge and J. B. Morrell, can be viewed in these terms. Most universities harbor ideologies compatible with the interests of higher powers, such as the state. As Morrell points out by invoking the ideas of Antonio Gramsci, institutions, including those of science, can be viewed as vehicles for achieving ideological control.

B. J. T. Dobbs considers alchemy to be strategic in the evolution of the social value of science; for alchemy's ideology seeking redemption and perfection of both matter and humanity melded with society's millennial expectations of reformation and salvation. This coalescence, Dobbs argues, was important not only for the growth of secret societies preceding the growth of scientific academies, but also for the evolution of a secretive millenarianism into a public and social utilitarianism. Lorraine Daston follows through the transformation of another ideology, that of scientific cosmopolitanism, into scientific nationalism in France. Under Napoleon's guidance, French scientists' desire for honor and fame was satisfied by the creation of traditionally oriented rituals and protocols similar to those of France's now moribund aristocracy. Daston's story of French scientists, like that of Stendhal's Julian Sorel in The Red and the Black, demonstrates how value-laden symbols, especially of the aristocracy, could be manipulated and used to the point where they became signs lacking meaningful signification. One wonders if French scientists' obsession with
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remarkable dissociations that can exist between an individual's understanding of the world and his or her ability to produce complex language. 

Laura provides the kind of detailed evidence in both linguistic and cognitive domains that will help to build those better theories.

JEAN BERKO GLEASON
Department of Psychology,
Boston University,
Boston, MA 02215
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"There is more to seeing," the aphorism

goes, "than meets the eyeball." Edward E.

Jones's Interpersonal Perception seeks to show

us how much more there is, particularly

when what we are seeing is other people. It

is a fascinating volume, one that seems

simultaneously aimed at three audiences.

For each, it should prove a different book;

for each, it should prove a valuable book.

A first audience for Jones is the intelligent

layperson. For this reader, Interpersonal

Perception is designed as an introduction to

a field of research that has become one of the

half-dozen major topics defining the field of

social psychology in recent years. The cen-

tral question that Jones's book addresses is

how we come to know, or think we know,

what another person is really like. When we

perceive another person, we typically come

away not just with an idea of that person's

size, shape, color, and the like; we also,

almost inevitably, have beliefs about what

that person is like inside—beliefs about that

person's underlying intentions, dispositions,

preferences, and attributes.

For this first audience, the very fact that

we automatically reach such conclusions and

the processes by which we do so are the

subjects of Jones's selective survey of this

field. Although Jones does describe the ac-

tual research from which his conclusions
dervie in some detail, this work is presented

in the form of a narrative designed to be

accessible to readers without strong back-
grounds in psychology. Jones tells the story

of his field with charm and grace.

A second audience for this volume is

Jones's professional colleagues. For this

group, the book serves as an intellectual

autobiography, presenting the history of

Jones's own central involvement in this field

of research (indeed, in making this a signif-

icant "field of research") for more than 40

years. Although, as Jones himself notes, he

was not actually "there at the beginning," he

was there close to it. Both Jones's own

career and the current book begin with the

1957 Harvard symposium that first led to

the recognition of a coherent and substantial

field of social psychology concerned with

"person perception."

For this second audience, the heart of

Jones's account is the progression of his own

seminal work and its links to other impor-
tant landmarks in the field. The result is a

portrait of the artist that makes clear the

coherence underlying Jones's many distinc-
tive research endeavors in a way individual

research accounts typically do not. Three

characteristics of this portrait, three recur-

rent themes, stand out.

First, Jones chose from the start to define

the central question of person perception as

one of understanding intentional action and

the inferences people draw about underlying

dispositions, attitudes, and capabilities from

those actions—a question that serves to fo-
cus attention on the uniquely social aspects

of interpersonal perception. Hence, the cor-

respondence between overt actions and con-
vert characteristics necessarily becomes a

central theoretical issue. Second, Jones also

focused quite early on the manner in which

social perception processes are deeply de-

pendent on individuals' goals in particular

settings. Thus, Jones was one of the first to

highlight the sometimes powerful conflict

between people's desire to perceive their

social world accurately and their desire to

perceive their social world as they would like

to be or in ways that make them feel good

about themselves—the tension between

effective reality-testing and successful wish-

fulfillment. Third, Jones also chose from the

outset to stress the interpersonal character

of social perception. Interpersonal perception

is necessarily a process that takes place pri-

marily in contexts in which individuals are

simultaneously perceivers of others and ob-
jects of others' perceptions. In such an ac-

count, potentially competing motives and

the manner in which we cope with such

conflicts ourselves and analyze them in oth-

ers assume importance.

From these three central choices comes

the rich array of problems that Jones has

addressed over the years and discusses in this

volume. These include the study of ingrate-

ation and its surprisingly powerful effects

even on forewarned targets, research on the

proverbial "rocky [inferential] road" from

actions to dispositions, analyses of the dif-

ferent goals and perspectives of "actors"

versus "observers," and work on the psych-

ological impact of stigma. Jones is a master

of the technique of moving back and forth be-

tween the study of phenomena of interest

that imply new processes and the study of pro-

cesses of interest that imply new phenomena.

Finally, a third potential audience for this

volume is the beginning student in psychol-

ogy. For this last group, Jones's book can be

seen as a loving exposition by example of the

art of classical experimental social psycholo-

gy. The book is filled with excellent illustra-

tions of experiments that "tell a story" about

people's reactions to experimental situations

carefully crafted to involve participants in

meaningful social interactions, albeit within

a laboratory context. In an era in which

social psychologists all too frequently ply

their trade "hypothetically," assessing par-

ticipants' reactions to verbal descriptions

of persons and situations, Jones's insistence

on the study of real people in real social in-

teractions and his focus on the uniquely social

and interactive nature of interpersonal per-

ception provide a refreshing reminder of the

power of the classic experimental approach

to social psychology.

MARK R. LEPPE
Department of Psychology,
Stanford University,
Stanford, CA 94305
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This report presents the conclusions and recommendations of the AAAS Project on Liberal Education and the Sciences. It discusses the level of scientific understanding necessary for optimal participation in 21st century life and the type of undergraduate science education required to achieve such a level of understanding. In addition, this volume supports the idea that science is a liberal art and should be taught as such. It recommends goals for liberal education in the sciences, outlining the multidisciplinary curriculum and teaching strategies necessary to achieve them.

An appendix includes descriptions of existing courses and programs, offered at institutions nationwide, that are consistent with the project's recommendations. This report is of particular interest to undergraduate science educators as well as to all people committed to quality science education.
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